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BEFORE WE GET TO BUSINESS

This Presentation contains statements that are forward-looking within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation. Forward-looking statements which can be
identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” or “believe” or the
negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Such forward-looking statements are only predictions and are not guarantees
of future performance. Investors are cautioned that any such forward-looking statements are and will be, as the case may be, subject to many risks,
uncertainties, certain assumptions, and factors relating to the operations and business environment of Demand Brands, Inc. that may cause the actual
results of Demand Brands, Inc. to be materially different from any future results expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements. Such factors
include future acquisitions, the ability to successfully integrate future acquisitions, the ability to obtain financing, and the results of future financial
performance of the company, including but not limited to, sales and operating income.

FORWARD LOOKING 
STATEMENTS

NON-GAAP 
MEASURES

The information contained in this Presentation has been prepared by Demand Brands, Inc.(“Demand Brands” or “the Company”) and contains
information pertaining to the business, operations, assets and prospects of the Company. The information contained in this presentation is provided as
at the date hereof, unless otherwise stated, and is subject to change without notice. This Presentation contains statements that are forward-looking
within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Forward-looking statements
which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” or
“believe” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Such forward-looking statements are only predictions and are
not guarantees of future performance. Investors are cautioned that any such forward-looking statements are and will be, as the case may be, subject to
many risks, uncertainties, certain assumptions and factors relating to the operations and business environment of Demand Brands. that may cause the
actual results of Demand Brands. to be materially different from any future results expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements. Such
factors include future acquisitions, the ability to successfully integrate future acquisitions, the ability to obtain financing, and the results of future sales
and operating income. NON-GAAP FINANCIAL AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES In addition to providing financial measurements based on GAAP,
the Company provides additional financial metrics that are not prepared in accordance with GAAP. Management uses non-GAAP financial measures, in
addition to GAAP financial measures, to understand and compare operating results across accounting periods, for financial and operational decision-
making, for planning and forecasting purposes and to evaluate the Company’s financial performance. Examples of such non-GAAP financial measures
include Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA Margin. Management believes that these non-GAAP financial measures reflect the Company’s ongoing
business in a manner that allows for meaningful comparisons and analysis of trends in the business, as they facilitate comparing financial results across
accounting periods and to those of peer companies. Management also believes that these non-GAAP financial measures enable investors to evaluate
the Company’s operating results and future prospects in the same manner as management. These non-GAAP financial measures may also exclude
expenses and gains that may be unusual in nature, infrequent or not reflective of the Company’s ongoing operating results. As there are no standardized
methods of calculating these non-GAAP measures, the Company’s methods may differ from those used by others, and accordingly, the use of these
measures may not be directly comparable to similarly titled measures used by others. Accordingly, these non-GAAP measures are intended to provide
additional information and should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for measures of performance prepared in accordance with GAAP.
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PASSIONATE CANNABIS CONSUMERS 

BUILDING THE

MOST SUCCESSFUL &

INCLUSIVE
CANNABIS COMPANY THROUGH

VERTICAL INTEGRATION,
INNOVATION &

OPTIMIZATION.
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IN
SHORT

DB



236KSF 

9
partner farms

11 licenses

efficiency & profit maximization 
for partner farms

cultivation 
processing & 
nursery
under management

management 
consulting

publicly traded (OTC: DMAN)

vertically integrated

4 portfolio companies

patented and proprietary solutions for the 
industry

over 100 years of combined industry 

experience in cultivation & processing

over 60 years of combined industry 

experience in brand & supply management

over 15 years of combined experience in 

public company management

highlights & core segments
DB brand & supply 

management

120
retail spaces network

5
wholesale partners

2
exclusive 
retail 
partnerships

optimize supply chain 
management for partner farms 
& brands

real 
estate

5
assets in 
central 
california

backward vertical integration

236K SF 

cultivation, 
processing & 
nursery
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1M+

40K+

AAA & AA GRADE PRODUCT
BRAND & SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

5STATES
through acquisitions

FOOTPRINT EXPANSION TO

RETAIL 
BRANDS 
through 
acquisitions 
& 
partnerships

lbs.

SF

lbs.

CULTIVATION 
&
PROCESSING

under 
management

COMING
DOWN
THE 
PIPE
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REAL ESTATE 
ACQUISITIONS

PHARMA GRADE. BRICK & MORTAR.

180K



WHAT
DB IS 
ALL 
ABOUT



WHAT 

DRiVES

US

In an industry stigmatized by decades of 

dogma, we are committed to advocating 

for the decriminalization of the industry 

for everyone who wants to responsibly 

enjoy relief, wellness, and a          time. 

We do not shy away from challenging the 

status quo!

We have built our culture around forward 

thinkers, inclusion, and diversity. 

We strive for the same in every aspect of 

our business. 
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greenhouse

real estate management consulting brand & supply 
management

core
DB

soil to sale 

our approach to vertical integration.

• long term leaseholds 
with renewal options

• up to 50% profit 
participation

• up to 100% profit participation

• option to acquire partner cultivation, 
processing and nursery management 
businesses; payable 100% in stock at a 
predetermined price

grow facilities seed to flower sales & marketing

outdoor

mixed light

packaging and branding

finding the right retail 
partners for growers

retail placement for 
inhouse & partner 
brands

segments 

genetics library

soil testing & supply

patented nutrients 
and crop protection

cultivation & 
processing SOPs

DB

capabilities
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We partner with, invest in, and 
acquire cannabis businesses to 
consolidate them into a 
scalable platform to leverage 
synergies and economies of 
scale for building a multistate 
soil to sale operation that 
captures a significant share in 
today’s fragmented market.

vertical 

integration

Leverage our in-house science 
& technology capabilities to 
further plant science, genetics, 
and patented technology 
solutions to improve efficiency, 
quality and productivity at 
every stage of the soil to sale 
process, including for the 
cultivation of premium 
cannabis.

innovation

Vertical integration and 
innovation enable our portfolio 
companies & partners to 
leverage the synergies 
between their operations to  
remove operational 
inefficiencies, enhance crop 
growth and quality & ensure 
efficient supply chain 
management and profitability.

optimization

“Success is all about timing. Demand Brands is the warrior of the new era of cannabis consolidation resulting from a decade o f industry transformation.”
Andrew Colehower
Chief Executive Officer
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to win the race for the most robust, most profitable & the most socially 

equitable cannabis company which optimizes the soil to sale process 

through diverse partnerships & acquisitions and fully unlocks the 

potential for exponential growth in the cannabis industry. 

OUR
definition of 
SUCCESS
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Unparalleled 
adj. EBITDA 
margins.*

2021 2020

63% 
adj. EBITDA margin

$3.1M$1.4M

Does not include distribution results from Tops Distribution, LLC. Information based on unaudited company financial statements and includes forward looking statements. Last batch was sold in April 2022

36%
adj. EBITDA margin

EBITDA margins will stabilize to 2020 
performance as wholesale & retail prices 
ramp back up to 2020 levels. We sold our 
last batch at $1000 per lb.*

87%
Return on 
Capital Invested
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CORE
SEGMENTS 

DB



brand & supply management 
marketing,  product quality, & supply management for 
growers, retailers & ancillary cannabis businesses. 

various additional partnerships and acquisitions in negotiations. 
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$24M
in revenue

11%

198%

&
adj. EBITDA margin

resulting in

return on investment

Revenue

COGS

Gross
Profit

OpEx

Adjusted
EBITDA

COGS

OpEx

$23.6M

$21M

$2.6M

$83K

$2.5M 

Tops Distribution, LLC (“Tops”) 2020 performance. Tops was found, controlled and managed by the new DB management team. Demand Brands did not acquire Tops and instead chose to internalize 100% of the Tops‘ 
management team and supply management network. As such, the financial reports of Tops Distribution, LLC are not part of the  DB financial statements. Information based on unaudited Tops’ financial statements.

brand & supply management 
performance of  DB team in 2020*
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brand & supply management quarterly revenue supply management (lbs.)

Sun Supply, LLC supply agreement ramping up to ~180K lbs. Information based on unaudited company financial statements and includes forward looking statements. $ rounded up to the next million..

solid long-term partners. primed for expansion.

$60M

$10M
12.5K lbs.

$4M
5K lbs.

44K lbs.
projected stable revenue 
per quarter through 

existing agreements with 
brand & supply 
management partners*
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management consulting
full suite of operations & management services that optimize our 
partners’ cultivation and processing operations.

driven by the opportunity to be the exclusive operating partner 
to small and medium enterprises as the industry heads for 
consolidation.
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Includes ancillary income resulting from management consulting services booked as “other income”. Information based on unaudited company financial statements and includes forward looking statements.

$3.21M
2020 management 
consulting revenue

$3.36M
2021 management 
consulting revenue

5%
YoY growth

prelude to a burgeoning pipeline.

prelude to burgeoning organic growth.
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management consulting quarterly revenue projection

fueling organic growth
for partners & shareholders.

projected revenue growth through activation 
of 3 cultivation and processing licenses for 
existing cultivation & processing partners

Information based on unaudited company financials and includes forward looking statements. $ rounded up to the next million.

$11M

$2M

$5.5M

$8M
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real estate
long term leaseholds with cultivation, processing & nursery 
management enterprise tenants. 

under the directive to scale specialty-use real estate portfolio 
through direct & indirect acquisitions.
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Information based on unaudited company financial statements and includes forward looking statements.

solid fundamentals.

robust segment poised for growth.

$1.75M $640K 15%
2020 
revenue

2021 
revenue

2021 
gross margin
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real estate segment

236K sq. ft. 400K+ sq. ft. 70%+

2021 
cultivation & processing 

2023 projection
cultivation & processing

organic growth in sq. ft.
10-month projection12-month projection



MANIFESTO
DB



invest in, partner with, & acquire founder-run, high-growth, 
synergistic businesses

build a vertically integrated multi-state operation that is 
pro-innovation

restructure real estate segment to a pharma-grade specialty 
use and retail brick and mortar portfolio

100% stock (cashless) acquisitions to align partners with our 
long-term vision of scale and profitability 

prioritize cash to fuel growth and expansion

Partnerships & M&A Manifesto
building an industry leading ecosystem
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PORTFOLIO
& 
PARTNERSHIPS

DB



9 partner farms & 2 retail 
partnerships. 

a full suite of DB in-house experts 
for the entire soil to sale process 
that enables us to effectively 
underwrite the potential for 
growth in prospective acquisitions 
and partnerships. 

viridi team has streamlined the 
process forward for DB to scale its 
portfolio and footprint. 

viridi farms
acquired
03/2022

management and operations partner for small and medium 
enterprises. 

proprietary cultivation and processing SOPs for partners to 
achieve superior operational efficiency.

robust network of wholesale and retail partners: TruLeaf, Revelry 
Supply, Revelry Herb Co., CanEx, GrupoFlor and High Times.

branding and packaging services

currently manages 236,000 SF of cultivation and processing 
facilities.

FORWARD & BACKWARD VERTICAL 
INTEGRATION
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long term leaseholds with renewal 
options. 

we plan to grow the real estate 
portfolio through 

• direct acquisitions of specialty 
sector real estate properties, &

• indirectly via synergistic 
mergers and acquisitions with 
businesses that have 
substantial real estate holdings.

zenith land management
acquired
03/2022

a real estate holding company that leases properties to businesses 
in the cannabis cultivation, processing, and nursery management 
sectors.

current portfolio size is 236,000 SF of cultivation, processing, and 
nursery management. 

BACKWARD VERTICAL INTEGRATION
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deploy across DB cultivation  
portfolio.

exclusive licensing rights to the 
intellectual property of MBX Grow 
& MBX Defend.

increase the value proposition of 
viridi farm’s consulting services by 
providing clients with MBX 
solutions.

cannabis innovation sector entry.

mbx grow

proprietary & patented beneficial microbes that maximize nutrient 
availability and uptake 

proven to increase crop yields by up to 30%, & increase THC 
concentration levels to up to 35% for growers. 

mbx defend

100% organic bioscience formula for preventative treatment, 
responsive action, & addressing outbreak conditions, including but 
not limited to, mold and mites. 

proven for superior crop protection for growers. 

both formulations can be deployed for indoor and outdoor grow facilities 
across all soil and soilless mediums, including hydroponics

mbx research
exclusive IP licensing & manufacturing agreements
03/2022 INNOVATION & OPTIMIZATION
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DB is the exclusive distributor for 
Sun Supply. 

expand brand and supply 
management segment, especially 
with Viridi’s rolodex of top-shelf 
retail brands.

forecasted to increase brand and 
supply management segment’s 
top-line revenue by as much as 
$258M per annum. 

sun supply
exclusive distribution agreement
03/2022

sun supply enterprise is the exclusive tenant of a special 
purpose, permit-ready, hyperscale greenhouse development. 

a highly experienced team with extensive knowledge in 
cultivation, facilities management, and compliance.

300-acre site in Southern California which will comprise of 
1.8 million sf of pharma grade greenhouses and production 
facilities that will yield up to 500,000 lbs. of AA and AAA 
grade flower, annually. 

FORWARD VERTICAL INTEGRATION

$258M
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E:   ir@dman.co W:   dman.co

chat?

set up a 
meet?
.

.

.

collab?

THANK YOU! 

mailto:ir@dman.co

